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IHRC organised distribution in Bangladesh winter clothing for
Poor people wich need helping.

London, 13.02.2020, 23:59 Time

USPA NEWS - International Human Rights Commission- IHRC organized distribution in Bangladesh winter clothing for poor people
wich need helping.
The whole humanitarian action was carried out very efficiently from morning to evening 12 February.
The entire humanitarian operation was organized and coordinated by the IHRC Special Volunteer Coordinator (SMM IHRC) Mr.
Rubait Hasan.
With the help group volunteers a of from the district Naogaon. This event has been completed with succes and smile among face poor
people and it gave them a light of hope for help in their hard moments lives.
It is worth recalling that the IHRC volunteer group has been official in Bangladesh since 2018 and still growing. A representation of
over 230 people is managed by the National Volunteer Coordinator in the Special Monitoring Mission International Human Rights
Commission ( NVC SMM IHRC ) Mr. Mohammed Elias Serazi. A few days ago he was nominated for his effective work for the postion
of IHRC Peace Ambassador to Bandladesh.
Following extensive consultation with NCV SMM IHRC , 

all agree an extension of the volunteer network in Bangladesh by an additional separate group was worked. Thus, the next Coordinator
Mr. Rubait Hasan with Bangladesh, facing the very difficult task of becoming IHRC Peace Ambassador. As you can see, he is very
successful in achieving his goal.
"We are distributing winter clothing among the 150+ helpless poor women in the first phase, financed and courtesy of the IHRC Czech
Republic European Union Headquarters Office," said Rubait Hasan.
Rubait Hasan also said, "My office wants to carry out various programs for the welfare of the people of this country besides the
development and establishment of human rights in Bangladesh."
He wants to help the helpless people in various ways, including being on the side of the people, helping them earn their rights,
increasing their awareness, eliminating drugs, sanitation, eliminating militancy.
As part of that, today is the first phase of today's program. In the future we will have many programs.
Human rights activists Samiul Islam, Mizanur Rahman, Abdul Quddus, Noor Alam, Ripon Das,Mukul hossen, Rabiul Islam, among
others were present on the occasion.

IHRC Human rights activists 150+
over the winter clothing to the helpless poor people walking in villages in different villages.
Master Volunteers Coordinator SMM IHRC Mr. JarosÅ‚aw Tatarowski very Thank You for such bold and decisive work of SMM IHRC
Coordinators and Volunteers from Bangladesh.
Issued:
SMM IHRC Volunteer Department
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